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“As a species we are hardwired for struggle.
We grow when we struggle. If you don’t go
through difficult times, you don’t know what
you are really capable of.”

— Dr. Robyne Hanley-Dafoe
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“Resiliency doesn’t mean you’re bulletproof; it means you have
the capacity to do hard things and manage competing demands
and feel okay at the end of it.” 

— Dr. Robyne Hanley-Dafoe

Introduction
It doesn’t matter how big or small, the type of industry, or geographic location, every
organization is facing constant change. The turbulent economy, ever-shifting trade
conditions, increasing competition, staffing issues and technological advances keep
CEOs awake and employees on edge. Factor in the unique pressures and demands
that exist in every employee’s day-to-day life outside of work and resilience can seem
like an elusive goal.
Dr. Robyne Hanley-Dafoe is a multi-award-winning psychology instructor who
specializes in resiliency, navigating stress and change and personal wellness in the
workplace. At the April 2019 CEO Health + Safety Leadership Network Roundtable,
she talked to attendees about the importance of fostering resilience in their
organizations and shared insights gleaned from more than 16 years of research.
Hanley-Dafoe defines organizational resilience as the scaffolding or infrastructure that
supports the whole employee. She says, “It is about shifting away from the traditional
perspective that employees are only the employer’s responsibility between 8 am and
4 pm while being mindful that employees have personal obligations outside of work
with competing demands on their time, attention and energy levels.”

At the session, she shared what she learned in studying resilience around the
world. She noted that as a species we are “hardwired for struggle” and, no matter
where she was or whom she was studying, it was clear that, in the end, we all
have the same desire to “be okay.” She talked about where employers should
aim to be on the Yerkes-Dodson Human Performance and Stress Curve, the
core competencies of resilient individuals, setting goals and the importance of
mindfulness in fostering resilience.
After her presentation, participants discussed their position on wellness and where
they are in the journey toward becoming more resilient.
This position paper includes information about the business case for fostering
organizational resilience, details about the core competencies of resilient people,
highlights from the roundtable discussion and profiles of two organizations that are
committed to promoting a culture of resiliency.
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“Resiliency doesn’t mean you’re bulletproof; it means you have the capacity to do
hard things and manage competing demands and feel okay at the end of it.”
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The Business Case for Resilience
In the Harvard Business Review article, “Building a Resilient Organizational Culture,”
author George S. Everly, Jr. says that after observing a wide range of individuals
including accountants, law enforcement personnel and Navy SEALS, he and his
colleagues believe that, just as individuals develop traits of resilience, organizations
can create a culture of resilience, and that front line leaders can foster greater
cohesion through decisiveness, integrity and open communication.
The Deloitte 2017 Global Human Capital Trends Report2 states, “Companies need a new
approach—one that builds on the foundation of culture and engagement to focus
on the employee experience holistically, considering all the contributors to worker
satisfaction, engagement, wellness and alignment.” The report also highlights
that 80% of executives surveyed rated employee experience as very important or
important, but only 22% felt their companies were excellent at creating a differentiated
experience. And, 59% said they were not ready or were only somewhat ready to address
this challenge.
Just as the Deloitte research revealed, Hanley-Dafoe has also found that this is
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new thinking for many leaders. “I feel like we are at this exciting moment where
organizations are just emerging into this idea. The complications of our lives have
always existed, but I think there used to be a stone wall around that at work—we
didn’t talk about or think about those things at work.”
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She notes that the Bell Let’s Talk Campaign changed the trajectory of wellness in the
workplace. It created momentum with employers and employees and has gone a long
way toward reducing stigma and building recognition that organizations play a crucial
role in fostering wellness.
She believes that organizations that take this to the next level and put this thinking into
action will be trailblazers. “Everyone is around the starting line, but nobody has really
begun to put this into action yet. It’s a big opportunity for organizations to take on.”
Edelman’s 2019 Trust Barometer3 supports that view. Respondents were asked to
indicate the degree to which they trust media, government, business, NGOs and CEOs
to do what is right. CEOs came out well ahead of the others with a ranking of 80%.
The rest landed in the range of 53% to 59%. The report also drew a direct correlation
to organizational resilience, citing that the trust placed in CEOs translates into specific
employee behaviours. Of those who said they trust their CEOs, 85% indicated they are
committed to their employer, 79% said they advocate on their employer’s behalf, 72%
reported they are loyal, and 69% said they are engaged.

“While human resilience
may be thought of as
a personality trait, in
the aggregate, groups,
organizations, and even
communities can learn
to develop a ’culture
of resilience’ which
manifests itself as a
form of ’psychological
immunity’ to, or the
ability to rebound from,
the untoward effects
of adversity.”
— “Building a Resilient
Organizational Culture,”
Harvard Business Review1

Getting Started: How Leaders Can Foster Resilience
in the Workplace
While many organizations are talking about wellness, inclusion, mindfulness and
authenticity, few have truly integrated these practices into their ecosystems. And, if
they have, they are often marginalized or minimized in challenging times—when they
are needed most.
It can be difficult to build them into the organization if there is a lack of alignment
between the various levels of leadership, or leaders simply don’t feel equipped to
support these priorities. Hanley-Dafoe acknowledges that many leaders don’t feel
they are resilient or that they have the skills to foster resilience in others. She says
it is essential that the organization offer the necessary support for leaders to be
successful. “It is a small investment at the outset, but the value is immeasurable.”
In his article, “Building a Resilient Organizational Culture,” George S. Everly, Jr. states,
“We believe leadership personnel, often frontline leadership, appear to have the ability
to tip the organization in the direction of resilience and to serve as a catalyst to increase
group cohesion and dedication to the mission. They do this, we argue, by demonstrating
four core attributes of optimism, decisiveness, integrity and open communications
while serving as conduits and gatekeepers of formal and informal information flows
throughout the organization and high source credibility (ethos).”

“A lot of practices of
resilience are common
sense, but they’re not
common practice.”
— Robyne Hanley-Dafoe

The first step is to ensure there is a shared understanding of what it means to be
resilient. Hanley-Dafoe gets nervous when she sees that a lot of the research and
discussion about resilience focuses on mental toughness and how much people can
withstand. “Resiliency is about learning how to rest, renew and then keep going.
It’s not about enduring.”
She believes resilience doesn’t have to be about “white-knuckling”, and instead,
should be about practicing compassion towards others, as well as self-compassion,
when there are setbacks. She also stresses that tough breaks don’t have to prevent
individuals and organizations from working toward goals and following their purpose.
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Understand What It Means to Be Resilient
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BELONGING
PERSPECTIVE

HUMOUR

ACCEPTANCE
HOPE

In her presentation, Dr. Robyne Hanley-Dafoe highlighted the five traits of resilient individuals.
1. BELONGING We all need to feel that we are part of something and that the work we do is purposeful.
2. PERSPECTIVE This is about being cognitively nimble and not losing perspective if it is necessary to
change course or make a different decision.
3. ACCEPTANCE Resilient individuals have a high threshold of acceptance. They understand that often there
is no answer to the question “why?” They are able to move past that and contemplate their next step.
4. HOPE Resilient people maintain hope in times of uncertainty.
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5. HUMOUR While some think there is no room for humour when dealing with loss and pain, the reality is
that it is part of our human condition and there is a place for humour even in the face of adversity.
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Recognize the Difference Between Healthy and Unhealthy Stress
Stress is the number one culprit for eroding resiliency. Without stress, we become
bored and unmotivated. When we feel too much stress, we feel exhausted, and we
start to break down and become ill. If this goes on too long, we lose our sense of self
and begin to act from our “lizard brain”—the oldest, most primitive part of our brain
where our fight or flight response originates. “When our lizard brain is driving our
actions we make rash decisions. You want your neocortex behind the wheel. It can
see problems and navigate through them,” says Hanley-Dafoe.
When stress is managed properly, and we are in the optimal middle point of the
Yerkes-Dodson Human Performance and Stress Curve, we feel energized and
motivated. We’re more focused and we feel happy. (See Figure 1)
Decisions and processes should keep people in the optimal stress zone and should
not tip over to become unhealthy.

Add an “O” When Setting Objectives
Resilient individuals maintain focus on their goals even when faced with a
challenge. Hanley-Dafoe suggests that leaders can help employees with this by
adding an “O” for obstacles when setting S.M.A.R.T. objectives. “You need to identify
obstacles. In a marathon, you hit a wall, your muscles get tired and your body
spikes a fever. Runners who know about the wall pass through it in five minutes.
Those who don’t, stop their run because they think they are having a heart attack.
If you identify obstacles upfront, you can problem solve and figure them out.”

Practice Mindfulness
The CEO Health + Safety Leadership Network’s Harnessing the Power of Mindset4
white paper states, “Mindfulness practices are based on treating the brain as you
would any muscle in the body, building strength and resilience by exercising it
regularly. Research has proven that mindfulness can have a profound impact on
well-being and general quality of life, and it is seen to be particularly helpful in
reducing stress, anxiety and depression.”
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Hanley-Dafoe believes that being mindful of our inner dialogue and asking,
“What is the story I’m telling myself right now?” can help maintain perspective
and assist in problem-solving.

Yerkes & Dobson, 1908
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Model Courageous and Generous Leadership
It is difficult to measure resilience, but it can be felt. Hanley-Dafoe says that in
organizations with a high degree of resilience, there is typically a sense of optimism
and positivity. “When you walk in a room and people are already chit-chatting and
feel safe to be their authentic selves, that’s a good sign that your organization is
healthy. Conversely, when no one is talking, it’s often a sign that the organization
is hurting.”
What leaders do when they observe that the organization isn’t healthy can make all
the difference. In a blog post adapted from her best-selling book, Dare to Lead5, author
Brené Brown talks about facing these challenges head on by engaging in a “rumble.”
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“A rumble is a discussion, conversation, or meeting defined by a commitment
to lean into vulnerability, to stay curious and generous, to stick with the messy
middle of problem identification and solving, to take a break and circle back when
necessary, to be fearless in owning our parts, and, as psychologist Harriet Learner
teaches, to listen with the same passion with which we want to be heard. More than
anything else, when someone says, ’Let’s rumble,’ it cues me to show up with an
open heart and mind so we can serve the work and each other, not our egos.”
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at work is a fundamental rebalancing of the employee-employer
“Trust
relationship, shifting from top-down control to one that emphasizes

employee empowerment. In a full employment economy, an employee has
more freedom to choose the kind of workplace they are now coming to
expect, one where values and the power to make change are a given. 

”

— 2019 Edelman Trust Barometer

Some additional behaviours that Hanley-Dafoe says support
resilience include:
Being approachable – Leaders don’t always have to
initiate conversations and can make it clear that they are
approachable if an employee wants to talk.
Engaging in difficult conversations – Sometimes the most
kind and thoughtful thing leaders can do is to “go through”
difficult conversations as opposed to going around them.
Bringing in support and resources when needed – When
leaders lack the expertise or don’t feel equipped to have
certain conversations, they can support employees by helping
them access the information and resources they need.

Making decisions and designing processes that support
wellness – It is essential that leaders have a firm sense of their
own values and use them to guide decision making.
Providing feedback – Feedback is important and sometimes
employees seeking feedback are really looking for
acknowledgement. It is easy to let this slip in fast-paced
environments, but leaders can be mindful about how they
acknowledge effort and performance.
She believes that when employers focus on trust and
inclusivity, and employees feel heard and supported,
resilience grows and performance skyrockets.
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Creating a sense of belonging – We all have a deep need
to feel part of something.
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Overview of Roundtable Discussion
Following the presentation, participants broke into groups to discuss wellness and
resilience in their workplaces.
No one challenged the belief that wellness and a healthy workplace are good for
business. However, several participants echoed the sentiment that many organizations
are “just starting on the journey.” Some who already have wellness on their corporate
radar feel they still have a long way to go. “We value wellness, but it’s not always
effective.”
Because the concept is relatively new, a few people mentioned that defining wellness is
a necessary first step. “We need a definition of workplace wellness—it means different
things to different people.”
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One participant noted that it can be difficult for leaders to get the ball rolling if they
feel that resilience is low, or worse, doesn’t exist in their organization. However, there
was widespread agreement that the onus falls on the CEO and senior leaders to be
catalysts of change and model the behaviour they wish to see in their employees.
“The staff see you. Leadership sets the example. You can lose credibility if you don’t
do it.”
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Some shared examples of programs they’ve started in their workplaces, including an
apple wellness challenge. In one workplace, participants collect “apples” for various
wellness activities and receive financial rewards for participation. The program has
been in place for three years, and over 85% of employees participate. Others talked
about offering onsite gyms, gym memberships, wellness and nutritional programs.

Fostering and Supporting Wellness
When considering how to embed wellness into the corporate culture, leaders were
again the focus of many discussions. Participants noted that leaders “have to be on
the same page” and that they must “model self-care and be approachable.”
Organizational teams, empowering employees and making them part of the change,
using social media to connect people and motivate them, communication and
collaboration were some of the tactics mentioned to help build a culture of wellness.

Making Room for Errors and Learning
Recognizing that perfectionism is common in many organizations, despite the fact
that, outwardly, most denounce it, participants were asked how they felt they could
promote greater tolerance of errors and space for learning.
Several people said that the culture must be open enough to allow employees to
“call out” behaviour that reinforces perfectionism. Courage and consistency were
also recurring themes—creating a culture that encourages employees to take risks,
and trust that they are operating on a level playing field.

Trust is crucial to creating this environment and, again, several people stressed the
importance of leaders setting the tone. Phrases such as active listening, respect,
open dialogue, empowerment and transparency came up more than once. Peer
support was also discussed at several tables. “Employees must never be afraid to
ask for help. Giving help is heartwarming and it builds trust.”
A few mentioned that tethering actions to the vision, mission and values of the
organization helps ensure that things are done for the right reasons, as do incenting
the desired behaviours and building values-based competencies into performance
management practices.
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One participant observed that this will be a “generational transformation and won’t
happen overnight.” Many agreed that the bigger picture must always be in focus.
Others talked about the larger goal of ensuring that employees leave work feeling
better than when they arrive. And, one participant summed up the entire conversation
with the statement, “You can do great things by investing in the human spirit.”
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Participant Spotlight – Siemens Canada

Faisal Kazi
President and CEO

Since 1912, Siemens Canada has stood for engineering
excellence, innovation, quality and reliability. Siemens technology
in the fields of electrification, automation and digitalization helps
make real what matters to Canadians. From the Atlantic to
Pacific oceans, Siemens Canada employees deliver solutions
for sustainable energy, smart infrastructure, and the digital
enterprise. In this spotlight, President and CEO Faisal Kazi talks
about the values and practices that foster resiliency at Siemens.

Q: When did you become intentional about building resilience in
the workplace
Siemens is 172 years old globally and more than 100 years old in Canada, so we’re
definitely very resilient and I believe this boils down to three elements:
Innovation is in our DNA. We call it Ingenuity for life. Werner von Siemens
started the company when he invented the telegraph system and we’ve been
innovating since. We develop around 7,000 new inventions/year. When you
are innovating, you are shaping the future yourself.
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We have a vision of an ownership culture. We all treat the company as if it
were our own. Giving that empowerment makes a difference in the values.
It’s about how you lead, empowerment and trust, engaging people, being
bold and taking risks.
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We always put ourselves in the customer’s shoes. This is something
our Global CEO Joe Kaeser encourages, and I’ve learned from him.
We sometimes have difficult projects, but we follow through and focus
on getting the job done.
I think the combination of innovation—shaping the future yourself—treating
employees well and forming long-term trusted partnerships with customers make
Siemens historically resilient.

Q: How do you engage employees in discussions about resilience?
We used to conduct engagement surveys every two years, but we now do shorter
surveys quarterly. I also do informal “Let’s Talk” sessions in the canteen and I talk
about what is going on in the company and everyone is invited. I travel to different
locations around Canada and talk to people. We also have a quarterly management
meeting and regular townhall meetings. We distribute monthly and divisional
newsletters, and we use Yammer for internal collaboration.

Q: How do you inspire employees in your organization to support
this effort?
We start with the purpose of Siemens. In our Vision 2020+ Strategy, business-tosociety is our highest purpose. We believe we wouldn’t have existed this long if we
were not creating benefit to society. The financials are linked to the purpose and
I feel employees do react to that.
A second important factor is stakeholder benefits. Last year, we gave back
approximately $600,000,000 CDN to employees, mostly in the form of free shares.
The company did extremely well, so we gave back to employees because they
basically made that happen.
In developing the Siemens Canada strategy, Impact 2020+, which is aligned to the
global strategy, we created cross-business teams, and we deliberately broke the
hierarchy. For example, we have two teams: customer experience and employee
experience. I’m on the employee experience team. There are sub-teams and I’m
on the third level, so I report to somebody and they report to somebody else.

Q: Have you had an occasion when you felt your organizational culture
was eroding resilience? If so, what did you do to address this?
We are going through a lot of change right now. In times like this, you can never have
less communication. It is human nature that people get nervous with change. I feel
the most important thing (and I see it myself as an employee because any change
also impacts me) is that employees believe they have a management team that will
take care of their interests or at least tries its best to take care of their interests.
Sometimes the decisions will be tough, and sometimes we won’t have the answer,
or it will be a difficult answer, but we feel it is better to be upfront.

Q: How do you think your focus on resilience has translated
to organizational performance?
We compare ourselves to the markets and competitors. Even when the markets were
down, we did okay, which is proof of resilience. In fact, in 2018, we had a very strong
year when the market was softening.
We always link our efforts with the benefit to society. With our solutions we try to
optimize the performance of Canadian companies so they are competitive in the
global market, which means jobs will stay in Canada. It’s about benefiting society,
not just about making money. From that point of view, we’ve done pretty well.
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Another example of collaboration without hierarchies is in our Environmental
Protection, Health Management and Safety (EHS) unit. Roger Blake is Senior Director
of EHS for Siemens Canada, but he reports to Nada for the Impact 2020+ Initiative, who
is one of his employees. They have been looking at digitalization to do things easier and
faster and have been working on an app to do pre and post job hazard evaluations. They
are looking at doing the same thing with daily vehicle inspections. Germany, the US,
and South America are now sitting in on these discussions. They are going to be fast
following on these things, but these are made-in-Canada solutions by our employees.
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Participant Spotlight – Martin Brower

Pam Price

Director of Human
Resources

Kevin Svenkeson
President

Martin Brower is dedicated to being the leading
supply chain solutions provider for restaurant
chains around the world, creating an outstanding
work environment for employees and delivering
unmatched value for customers while protecting
their brands. In this spotlight, President Kevin
Svenkeson and Director of Human Resources Pam
Price talk the importance of acting as one with
positive confidence.

Q: When did you become intentional about building resilience
in the workplace?
We don’t really talk about resilience. We frame it as approaching challenges with
positive confidence. We all have a common end game in mind, and we always share in
that and think about how we achieve success together. To do that, we raise issues when
they come up so that we can collectively work together to solve them. No matter what
the problem or challenge is, we know we’ve got the team and the talent to solve it, and
transparency is an important part of that. We’ve always been very successful in leading
the business through crises or issues by marshalling resources and working together.
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Q: How do you engage employees in discussions about this?
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Martin Brower has a global imperative to act as one, and this is how we want our
employees to behave. We are in a better position to solve a problem when we are
aligned and work as one. Whenever we are in front of our employees, we reinforce
what we believe as a business and share examples of our values in action, and it
is very common for our employees to share examples of how they are applying our
values. Our values help shape our culture, so people know we are all in this together
and regardless of what challenges are going on in the business we’ll figure this out,
and they have confidence that leadership approaches things in that fashion.
We conduct an annual engagement survey. It gives us a sense of what we’re doing
well and what we need to work on. We are very conscientious about collecting
feedback and making sure we act on the information people provide. For example, our
Mississauga location wanted to feel more connected to the senior leadership team, so
we designed a speed chat session. The senior leadership team met bi-weekly with a
group of five employees to talk to them about what was going on in the business and to
address their individual concerns. We talked to each person for about seven minutes
and then we would shift to the next SLT member. All of this was about transparency
and showing employees that we truly want to understand what is going on with them.
We also let people know they have more authority than they sometimes realize they
have. We encourage people to make bigger decisions and share their problems—not
suffer in silence—so that others can lend support.

Q: How do you inspire employees in your organization to support
this effort?
Our CARES (Change, Act as One, Relationships, Execution, Safety & Wellness) values
apply top to bottom and this is how we want to operate. We take opportunities with
different leadership groups to talk about what we’re working on and what they can
continue to do to drive success. We don’t have all the answers and they are the ones
doing the work every day. We’re committed to helping them and giving them the
confidence to make the right decisions.
Our senior leaders work well together and take the same approach to making Martin
Brower successful. Being a strong leadership team makes it easier to build employee
trust. It’s a huge factor in what we are able to do and work on as a team.

It’s less about correcting and more about orienting new people. When new hires come
on board, it takes some time for them to realize that they have autonomy and authority,
as well as access to the senior leadership team and resources they need. That’s not so
common in other organizations.
When we do have issues or events, we mobilize people pretty quickly to lend support.
Those who are new just aren’t used to that. They are adapting to being part of a bigger
team in a way they haven’t experienced in their careers prior to joining Martin Brower.
Sometimes it takes a while for people to feel comfortable with this, and that’s the only
place we see any challenge from a culture standpoint.

Q: How do you think your focus on positive confidence has translated
to organizational performance?
It certainly helps to be considered a valued partner with customers. People
understand very quickly that our goal is bigger than any one individual. That helps us
focus on the right things and makes sure we’re all focused on customer service. It
also helps us with retaining people and having a healthy work environment. People
know how we want to work together, and when we talk about our values, they have
confidence that we can work through anything.
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Q: Have you had an occasion when you felt your organizational culture
was eroding resilience? If so, what did you do to address this?
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Conclusion
Employees must have the latitude to try and fail and seek help when needed. When
setbacks occur, organizations have an opportunity to provide support, and help them
regroup, learn and move on.
Participants at the CEO Roundtable discussion agree that this type of environment
deepens individual and organizational resilience, which creates a healthy workplace
and enhances business performance.
They also recognize that they play a crucial role in creating that safe environment.
That said, this is new for many leaders. Resilience is a broad and amorphous concept.
It is difficult to assess, and it can be challenging to figure out how to translate
commitment into action.
The presentation, roundtable discussions and interviews with Spotlight participants
revealed some behaviours and actions that can help leaders get started on this journey
and reinforced that communication, consistency, empowerment and trust are critical
success factors.

Hanley-Dafoe offers these additional takeaways to readers.
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Life is relentless. Resiliency gives us a map to navigate this journey.
It doesn’t simplify life or take away the bumps and bruises. Having a
resilient mindset helps us embrace that this is part of life, and we are
competent and capable of navigating the ups and downs.
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Each one of us has a responsibility to nurture and foster our most
resilient self. Employees owe that to leaders and leaders owe it to
their organizations.
When we have a true sense of ourselves and our worth, and we
operate from our values, we can work in a way that is meaningful
and purpose-filled.
For further inspiration and guidance, she recommends We Are Unsinkable6, a website
launched by Olympic champion rower Silken Laumann, which is dedicated to sharing
stories of resilient Canadians, and the Bell Let’s Talk Toolkit7, which provides
guidelines for starting community and one-on-one conversations about mental health.
In addition, readers can look to the previous CEO Health + Safety Leadership
Network white papers on mental health, mindfulness, diversity and inclusion, and
creating a culture of health and safety for more insight and experiences shared by
Network members.

“Companies need a
new approach—one
that builds on the
foundation of culture
and engagement to
focus on the employee
experience holistically,
considering all the
contributors to
worker satisfaction,
engagement, wellness,
and alignment.”
— “The Employee
Experience: Culture,
Engagement and Beyond,”
2017 Global Human
Capital Trends, Deloitte

About the CEO Health + Safety Leadership Network
The CEO Health + Safety Leadership Network is a distinguished group of leaders who
share a commitment to building sustainable businesses and communities.
This dynamic collaboration offers fertile ground for exchanging knowledge and ideas in
the pursuit of performance excellence. In addition to optimizing their own organizational
health and safety performance and return-on-investment, members:
 Build brand value and enhance corporate reputation
 Influence provincial and national health and safety policies and ensure business
requirements are represented in critical conversations
 Contribute to the transformation of health and safety culture in Ontario

Join Us for the Next Roundtable Event
The next CEO Health + Safety Leadership Network Roundtable is taking place
April 28, 2020. Watch for more information coming soon.

Contact Information

t

905-614-2138

e

CEOHSNetwork@wsps.ca

tf

1-877-494-9777 ext: 2138

w

ceohsnetwork.ca

About Dr. Robyne Hanley-Dafoe
Dr. Robyne Hanley-Dafoe is a multi-award-winning psychology and education instructor
who specializes in resiliency, navigating stress and change, and personal wellness in the
workplace. Described as transformational, engaging, and thought-provoking, Robyne’s
keynotes provide practical strategies grounded in global research and case studies that
help foster resiliency within others and ourselves. Robyne is available for consultation,
training and professional development opportunities ranging from one-to-one to
company-wide initiatives. To learn more about Robyne, visit: www.robynehd.ca
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Simona Mazat
Lead, CEO Programs, Events and Promotions
Workplace Safety & Prevention Services
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Appendix B: Roundtable Participants

Adient Incorporated

Occupational Health Clinics for Ontario Workers

Act Three

Ontario Society of Professional Engineers

ATS Automation

Optimum Talent

BC Safety Charter

Pilot Performance Resources Management Inc.

Bruce Power

Radiation Safety Institute of Canada

BSM Technologies

Respect in the Workplace

Canadian Centre for Occupational Health & Safety

Retail Council of Canada

Canadian Manufacturers & Exporters

Rillea Technologies Inc.

Canadian Occupational Safety

SAFE Work Manitoba

CME Made Safe

Safety Association of Saskatchewan Manufacturers

CSA Group

Service & Hospitality Safety Association

Fresh Communications

Siemens Canada Limited

HASCO Health & Safety Canada

Smashblock

IBSP Council

The Lamb Company

Infrastructure Health & Safety Association

THINK’n Corp.

Institute for Work & Health

Threads of Life

Kitchener-Wilmot Hydro Inc.

Trent University

Landscape Ontario

University of Toronto

Levitt-Safety Limited

Women Leadership Nation

Manufacturing Safety Alliance of BC

Workplace Safety Compensation Commission

Martin Brower of Canada

Workplace Safety & Insurance Board

Michael Byerley Consulting Inc.

Workplace Safety North

Minerva Canada

Workplace Safety & Prevention Services

Ministry of Labour
Modern Niagara
Nations Fresh Foods
New Initiatives HR Consulting Inc.
National Safety Council - Campbell Institute
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Network
Members
Women Leadership Nation™
Leadership Training for a
Unified Workplace™
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“Whether we’re facing a series of small annoyances or
an utter disaster, resilience is teachable, learnable, and
recoverable. It takes practice and awareness, but that
power always lies within us.”
— Linda Graham, Train Your Brain to Build Resilience8
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